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24 Abstract

25 Radial expansion is a classic response of roots to mechanical impedance that has generally 

26 been assumed to aid penetration. We analysed the response of maize nodal roots to 

27 impedance to test the hypothesis that radial expansion is not related to the ability of roots to 

28 cross a compacted soil layer. Genotypes varied in their ability to cross the compacted layer, 

29 and those with a steeper approach to the compacted layer or less radial expansion in the 

30 compacted layer were more likely to cross the layer and achieve greater depth. Root radial 

31 expansion was due to cortical cell size expansion, while cortical cell file number remained 

32 constant. Genotypes and nodal root classes that exhibited radial expansion in the compacted 

33 soil layer generally also thickened in response to exogenous ethylene in hydroponic culture, 

34 i.e. radial expansion in response to ethylene was correlated with the thickening response to 

35 impedance in soil. We propose that ethylene insensitive roots, i.e. those that do not thicken 

36 and are able to overcome impedance, have a competitive advantage under mechanically 

37 impeded conditions as they can maintain their elongation rates. We suggest that prolonged 

38 exposure to ethylene could function as a stop signal for axial root growth. 

39 Keywords

40 Mechanical impedance, root anatomy, radial expansion, ethylene, root axis, cell file number, 

41 cell size
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49 Introduction

50 Roots interact dynamically with the highly heterogeneous soil environment and commonly 

51 need to withstand abiotic and biotic stresses in order to acquire water and nutrients. One major 

52 constraint to root growth and function is mechanical impedance, or the physical resistance to 

53 root penetration imposed by soil (Bennie, 1996; Whalley et al., 2005). An example of localised 

54 mechanically impeding conditions that roots encounter is the presence of harder soil clods or 

55 aggregates (Konôpka et al., 2008, 2009). Another example is plough pans created by tillage 

56 which are spatially abrupt. Roots unable to penetrate through harder soil strata run the risk of 

57 being confined to the upper, less dense soil domains while roots adapted to impeded conditions 

58 are able to penetrate through harder layers and would be able to maintain normal plant growth 

59 (Barraclough and Weir, 1988; Ehlers et al., 1983; Pfeifer et al., 2014). Soil structure itself can 

60 facilitate root exploration but could also hinder root growth. Biopores formed by pre-existing 

61 roots can be used to bypass harder soil domains (Athmann, 2019; Ehlers et al., 1983; Han et 

62 al., 2015; Valentine et al., 2012; Whitmore and Whalley, 2009; Zhou et al. 2021). However, 

63 roots can become confined in soil pores restricting soil exploration of the bulk soil (Pankhurst 

64 et al., 2002; White and Kirkegaard, 2010). As a localised denser region of soil surrounds a root 

65 (Helliwell et al., 2019), a pore formed by previous roots might constrict subsequent roots due 

66 to greater impedance in the pore wall. In order to further explore bulk soil, a root must therefore 

67 overcome the resistance posed on it by such a pore wall. In most soils, mechanical impedance 

68 increases with soil drying (Gao et al., 2016; Grzesiak et al., 2013; Whalley et al., 2005; 

69 Whitmore and Whalley, 2009). Thus, alternate wetting and drying of soil can therefore 

70 temporally impede roots depending on soil matric potential.

71 Root adaptions to mechanical impedance encompass several strategies. Root tip phenes such 

72 as increased production of mucilage and root cap cell sloughing lubricate the root-soil interface 

73 (Boeuf-Tremblay et al., 1995; Iijima et al., 2000, 2004). Sharper root tip shape reduces stress 

74 at the root tip via a more cylindrical cavity expansion (Bengough et al., 2011; Colombi et al., 

75 2017). Architectural phenes, such as steeper root angles might reduce deflection upon 
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76 encountering a strong layer (Dexter and Hewitt, 1978). Other phenes such as the presence of 

77 root hairs help root tip penetration by anchoring the root into the soil (Bengough et al., 2016). 

78 A comprehensive review of root morphological adaptions to mechanical impedance by Potocka 

79 and Szymanowska-Pułka (2018) concluded that adaptations to mechanical impedance are 

80 present across different architectural and anatomical scales. However, it is clear that limited 

81 research has been carried out discriminating root anatomical responses among root types in 

82 response to mechanical impedance. 

83 Root anatomical variation among maize genotypes is better able to predict penetration of 

84 strong wax layers than root diameter alone (Chimungu et al., 2015). Mechanical impedance 

85 generally causes radial thickening of roots, including that of maize which we studied here 

86 (Bengough and Mullins, 1991; Konôpka et al., 2009; Materechera et al., 1991; Moss et al., 

87 1988). This form of radial expansion is different from that resulting from secondary growth 

88 (Strock et al., 2018). Thicker roots buckle less (Clark et al., 2008; Whiteley et al., 1982), and 

89 modelling has found that radial expansion will reduce the stress from the root tip (Bengough et 

90 al., 2006; Kirby and Bengough, 2002) while simultaneously pushing particles out of the way so 

91 that the root can extend further (Vollsnes et al., 2010). Root thickening is associated with 

92 reduced elongation rates (Bengough and Mullins, 1991; Clark et al., 2001; Colombi et al., 2017; 

93 Iijima et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2013), which ultimately can result in reduced soil exploration. 

94 Roots that thicken in response to impedance do so by increasing the dimensions of the cortex 

95 (Atwell, 1990; Colombi et al., 2017) or both stele and cortical tissues (Atwell, 1988; Colombi et 

96 al., 2017; Hanbury and Atwell, 2005; Iijima et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 1977). These responses 

97 vary among plant species, root type, plant developmental stage and experimental conditions 

98 (Colombi and Walter, 2016). Cortical dimensions change by an increase in the size of cortical 

99 cells (Atwell, 1988; Hanbury and Atwell, 2005; Veen, 1982) or a combination of cortical cell 

100 size and cortical cell file number (Croser et al., 1999; Colombi et al., 2017; Iijima et al., 2007). 

101 Cortical cells increase their size radially, facilitated by the loosening of cell walls by microfibril 

102 reorientation (Iijima et al., 2007; Veen, 1982). The increase in radial cell area coincides with 
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103 reduction of cell lengths (Atwell, 1988; Croser et al., 2000). How cell volume changes under 

104 mechanical impedance needs further clarification. Cortical cell length reduction could partly 

105 explain reduced elongation rates observed under mechanical impedance (Atwell, 1988). 

106 Further reduction of elongation rate could be caused by reduced cell production in the meristem 

107 (Croser et al., 2000). Recently root thickening has been directly linked to increased energy cost 

108 for root elongation with increasing soil penetration resistance for different wheat genotypes 

109 (Colombi et al., 2019). Root thickening has also been associated with an increase in the 

110 demand for oxygen (50% to 80%) for impeded lupin roots (Hanbury and Atwell, 2005). It is 

111 clear that root thickening has beneficial, as well as detrimental effects for the plant root system. 

112 There is a need to better understand the mechanism controlling radial thickening.

113 Ethylene biosynthesis and systems modified by ethylene are involved in stress responses and 

114 regulate root responses to impedance (Atwell et al., 1988; Sarquis et al., 1991; Pandey et al., 

115 2021; Jacobsen et al., 2021). Mechanical impedance alters maize root growth by promoting 

116 ethylene biosynthesis which inhibits elongation and promotes swelling (Sarquis et al., 1991). 

117 Impeded maize primary roots produced more ethylene and had an increased root diameter 

118 compared to nonimpeded roots (Moss et al., 1988; Sarquis et al., 1991). Mechanically impeded 

119 Vicia faba roots produced more ethylene compared to nonimpeded roots (Kays et al., 1974). 

120 Roots of 7-day old Never ripe (ethylene-insensitive) tomatoes formed elongated roots in a soft 

121 medium but were unable to penetrate a harder sand medium (Clark et al. 1999), and tomato 

122 roots treated with the ethylene action inhibitor 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP) were unable to 

123 penetrate a soft growing medium (Santisree et al., 2011). Based on the observed effects of 

124 ethylene on radial expansion and research indicating that thicker roots are more likely to 

125 penetrate hard soil, it has been assumed that ethylene production in response to mechanical 

126 impedance leads to radial expansion and improved soil penetration (Potocka & Szymanowska-

127 Pułka, 2018). However in a study of Eucalyptus seedlings by Benigno et al. (2012), compacted 

128 soil reduced both ethylene production and elongation rates, suggesting that the link between 

129 ethylene production and reduced root growth is not straightforward. 
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130 Existing studies have generally focused on root length, branching and diameter responses to 

131 mechanical impedance (Konôpka et al., 2008). When root anatomy has been studied, different 

132 root axes have been compared while changes within a single root axis have rarely been 

133 considered. With few exceptions (Veen, 1982; Colombi et al., 2017), root anatomy has mainly 

134 been studied on primary roots (Hanbury and Atwell, 2005; Croser et al., 1999; Iijima et al., 

135 2007; Colombi et al., 2019). However, different root classes can react differently to impedance 

136 (Vanhees et al., 2020). In this study we hypothesise that root radial expansion is negatively 

137 associated with the penetration % of roots in compacted soil layers. Secondly, we assessed 

138 root class and genotypic differences in the ability of roots to penetrate hard soil and tested 

139 variation of ethylene-induced radial expansion responsiveness in these groups. In this context 

140 we propose ethylene might function as a signal associated with thickening and suggest that 

141 prolonged production of ethylene in response to mechanical impedance can function as a ‘stop’ 

142 signal for axial growth of that particular root axis. Genotypes that produce less ethylene, or that 

143 are insensitive to ethylene could therefore maintain root elongation rate more easily under 

144 impeded conditions.

145 Materials and methods

146 Experiment 1: Anatomical changes to a root axis crossing a compacted soil layer 

147 Experimental set-up

148 A brown earth soil (FAO classification: Stagno Gleyic Luvisol) with sandy loam texture (2% 

149 clay, 21% silt, 77% sand) was procured from local sugar beet farms through British Sugar in 

150 Newark (UK). The soil was obtained from sugar beet during the manufacturing process. Before 

151 column packing the soil was air-dried and sieved to <2 mm. Dried soil was wet to 17% 

152 gravimetric moisture content. Columns (14.8 cm diameter, 23 cm total height) were uniformly 

153 packed creating three regions with a compacted layer (1.5 g/cm³ and thickness of 3 cm) placed 

154 between low bulk density layers (1.2 g/cm³). The air-filled porosity of the soil at 17% gravimetric 

155 water content was 26% (v/v) for the 1.2g cm-3 bulk density layers, and 38% at 1.5 g cm-3 bulk 
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156 density layer. It is therefore unlikely that prolonged hypoxic conditions were present during this 

157 experiment, as these are most likely where the air-filled porosity is less than 10% (e.g. see 

158 Bengough et al., 2006). The top and bottom areas were 7.5 and 9.5 cm long respectively, 

159 making up a total of 20 cm of total height of soil in column. A mould was used to create the 

160 compacted layer after which it was transferred onto the bottom half of the column. The soil 

161 surface of the compacted layer was abraded at each side to assure the compacted layer and 

162 the non-compacted soil above and below the compacted layer were adequately adhered. The 

163 columns were lined with a plastic sleeve to facilitate removal of the intact soil column after 

164 scanning. Both pots and sleeves were perforated at the bottom to facilitate free drainage. A 

165 preliminary trial was conducted to optimise the positioning of the compacted layer and to 

166 identify the preferred number of growing days (to account for growth up to node 4 reaching 

167 below the compacted layer). 

168 Smaller columns (10 cm high, 5 cm diameter), packed at the same moisture content and bulk 

169 density as the layered system, were used to record penetrometer resistance using an Instron 

170 load cell (Instron 5969, 50kN, Instron, Norwood, USA) fitted with a penetrometer needle (0.996 

171 mm cone diameter, 15° semi-angle). The penetrometer tip penetrated the samples for 12 mm 

172 at a constant speed of 4 mm sec-1. Measurements were averaged between 5 – 11 mm 

173 extension. Smaller (1.2 g/cm³) and greater (1.5 g/cm³) bulk densities had penetrometer 

174 resistance of 0.48 ± 0.03 (sd) MPa and 0.83 ± 0.01 (sd) MPa respectively and were significantly 

175 different (t-test, p = 0.002).   

176 Plant material and growing conditions

177 Four genotypes (recombinant inbred lines; IBM086, IBM146, IBM014 and OhW128) previously 

178 studied in field trials (Vanhees et al., 2020; Chimungu et al., 2015), were selected based on 

179 their contrasting ability to penetrate the compacted layer and with sufficiently steep root angle 

180 to allow for roots to reach the compacted layer. Seeds were acquired from Dr. Shawn Kaeppler 

181 (the University of Wisconsin, Madison WI, USA – Genetics Cooperative Stock Center, Urbana, 

182 IL, USA). Seeds were sterilised (6% NaOCl in H2O) for 30 minutes, imbibed for 24 hours and 
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183 germinated at 26 °C for 3 days before planting. Germinated seeds with similar primary root 

184 length (± 1 cm) were selected for planting. Two seeds per column were planted 0.5 cm deep 

185 for each genotype, plants were thinned to one plant per column if both of the seeds developed. 

186 Five blocks staggered in time were planted with one replicate for each genotype per block. 

187 Plants were grown in a greenhouse at a 25/18°C day/night temperature and a 14h/10h 

188 day/night cycle provided by additional lighting at a maximum of 600 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Once 

189 a week a nutrient solution (100 g of HortiMix Standard: NPK ratio 15-7-30 to 1 L of solution 

190 contains 107 mmol of total water-soluble N, 4.5mmol P2O5 (w/w), 32 mmol total K2O (w/w), 4 

191 mmol MgO (w/w), 0.04 mmol Fe-EDTA, 0.18 mmol Mn, 0.28 mmol B, 0.04 mmol Zn, 0.03 mmol 

192 Cu, 0.013 mmol Mo)(Hortifeeds, Lincoln, UK) was added when watering. Moisture content of 

193 the columns was maintained daily at 17% gravimetric moisture content by watering a constant 

194 amount of water per block based on the overall starting reference weight of the columns. Plants 

195 were grown for 49 days to assure sufficient growth of node 3 and node 4 roots. These nodes 

196 were selected because node 1 and 2 were too horizontally oriented to sufficiently interact with 

197 the compacted layer (more horizontal growth of earliest nodes has also been described by 

198 Araki et al., 2000; York et al., 2015).

199 X-ray Computed Tomography (CT)

200 Soil columns were not watered 48 hours prior to CT scanning to allow for enhanced contrast 

201 between the roots and soil matrix (Zappala et al., 2013). Each column was imaged using a 

202 v│tome│x L (GE Measurement and Control Solutions, Wunstrof, Germany) X-ray µCT 

203 scanner. Two scans (multiscan option) were taken per column (top and bottom) with a total 

204 scan time of two hours per column. The distance from the centre of the sample to the detector 

205 was 2000 mm. X-ray energy was set at 290 kV and the current was 2700 µA. Filters were fitted 

206 to the X-ray gun (1.5 mm copper, 0.5 tin) and detector (0.5 mm copper) to enhance the image 

207 quality. Image averaging was set at 5 images. The scanning resolution was 96 µm and 2400 

208 image projections were taken for each scan. 

209 Image processing and analysis
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210 Images were reconstructed at 32-bit (Phoenix DatoS│x2 reconstruction tool, GE Sensing & 

211 Inspection Technologies GmbH, Wunstorf, Germany) with scan optimisation and beam 

212 hardening correction set at 8. The 3D image volumes were analysed in VGStudioMax 2.3 

213 (Volume graphics Gmb, Heidelberg, Germany). The greyscale values of the two obtained 

214 volumes were equalised and scans were aligned and stitched together. An example of an 

215 image from CT scanning can be found in Figure 1. Nodes 1 to 4 were identified manually from 

216 2D projections of the scans (Figure S1). Each plant was marked at the base of the stem with 

217 a thumbnail pressed into the stem prior to scanning which served as a reference point for 

218 labelling of each root axis (Figure 1A). For each node, all roots were labelled clockwise 

219 (observed from above, yz-projection plane) around the reference point. After labelling each 

220 root axis the polyline tool within VGStudioMAX was used to trace the roots from the root base 

221 downwards (Figure 1A). Polylining stopped either at the root tip or alternatively when the 

222 column wall or bottom of the column was reached. Whether roots reached and subsequently 

223 crossed the compacted layer was recorded. Distances along the root axis were measured 

224 during polylining to determine sectioning positions relative to the compacted layer along 

225 penetrating roots. Three sectioning points were located along each selected penetrating root 

226 axis; ‘before’, 1 cm above the compacted layer, ‘within’, 1 cm after penetrating the compacted 

227 layer and ‘after’, 1 cm after crossing the layer (Figure 1B). The polylines were also used for 

228 measuring root angle and rooting depth with PAM (Polyline Analysis Measurement Software, 

229 University of Nottingham, UK), an in-house software developed specially to calculate root 

230 angle. Separate shorter polylines were drawn right above the compacted layer, tracing the root 

231 upward over a distance of 2 cm, to determine the angle at which the roots encounter the 

232 compacted layer (Figure S2). Rooting depth per column was taken as the average maximum 

233 depth of all roots up till their root tip or when they hit the column wall.

234 Root harvest and sectioning for root anatomical phenes

235 Immediately after scanning, all soil columns were lifted out of the plastic columns and roots 

236 were washed from the soil. The entire root system was extracted and stored in 75% ethanol 
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237 (v/v) until sectioning. Penetrating roots of node 3 and node 4 were selected for sectioning 

238 based on polylining results and clipped from the entire root system. The length along each 

239 individual root axis was measured and sectioning positions were identified along the root axis 

240 of interest (Figure 1). Pieces of root containing the sectioning positions were excised out of the 

241 root axis and embedded by placing them into 3D printed moulds (Atkinson and Wells, 2017). 

242 6% agarose (Sigma-Aldrich Co. Ltd, Gillingham, UK) at 39°C was used to fix the roots within 

243 the mould. A vibrating microtome (7000 smz-2) (Campden Instruments Ltd., Loughborough, 

244 UK) was used to section the roots within the agarose block at 200-230 µm thickness per slice 

245 (blade speed at 1.75-2 mm/s, blade frequency at 70 µm). Root sections were then incubated 

246 in calcofluor white (Sigma-Aldrich, Co. Lt, Gillingham, UK), 0.3 mg/ml for 90 seconds, rinsed 

247 with deionised water and placed on a microscopy slide and covered by a coverslip. Cross 

248 sectional images (Figure 2) were obtained by using an Eclipse Ti CLSM confocal scanning 

249 microscope (Nikon Instruments Europe B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands) with three 

250 excitation lasers. Images were collected using 10x objective, all three image channels were 

251 combined. As entire cross sections did not fit the 10x objective image space, multiple images 

252 per root section were obtained, taking care that part of each set of images overlapped. ICE 

253 software (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, US) was used to obtain one composite image per root 

254 section (camera motion set at planar motion). Image analysis for root anatomical phenes was 

255 conducted by creating object directories in objectJ (Vischer and Nastase, 2009), a Fiji plug in 

256 (Schindelin et al., 2012) according to Vanhees et al. (2020) with an additional directory for 

257 xylem vessel area. Abbreviations of root anatomical phenes can be found in Table 1.

258 Experiment 2: Radial expansion is driven by ethylene 

259 Plant material and growing conditions

260 Seeds from four genotypes (IBM086, IBM146, IBM014 and OhW128) were surface sterilized 

261 in 3% DI water in sodium hypochlorite (v/v), rolled into tubes of germination paper (76 lb, 

262 Anchor Paper, St. Paul, MN, USA), and placed in a dark chamber at 28 °C for 4 days in beakers 

263 containing 0.5 mM CaSO4. Beakers containing germinating seedlings were placed under a 
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264 fluorescent light (350 µE m-2s-1) at 28 °C for one day before transplanting to an aerated solution 

265 culture. Three randomly assigned seedlings from each genotype were transplanted in foam 

266 plugs suspended above each 38 L solution culture tank. The solution culture tank contained 

267 per litre: 3 mmol KNO3, 2 mmol Ca(NO3)2, 1 mmol (NH4)2HPO4, 0.5 mmol MgSO4, 50 mmol 

268 Fe-EDTA, 50 mmol KCl, 25 mmol H3BO3, 2 mmol MnSO4, 2 mmol ZnSO4, 0.5 mmol CuSO4 

269 and 0.5 mmol (NH4)6Mo7O24. The pH was adjusted daily to 5.5 using KOH and the solution was 

270 completely replaced every 7 days. Plants were grown for 30 days in a climate chamber. During 

271 the growth period, the mean minimum and maximum air temperatures were 26 ± 3°C and 30 

272 ± 3°C, respectively with maximum illumination of 800 μmol photons m-2 s-1 and average relative 

273 humidity of 40%.

274 Ethylene application

275 Three replicates of all four genotypes (i.e. each 38 L tank) were exposed to one of four different 

276 treatments (1) root zone air application (control), (2) root zone ethylene application (dose 1), 

277 (3) root zone ethylene application (dose 2) and (4) root zone 1-MCP (1-methylcyclopropene, 

278 ethylene inhibitor) application, all applied continuously beginning at seedling transfer to 

279 solution culture. Solution culture tanks in the control treatment were bubbled at 10 mL min-1 

280 with ambient air in 38 L of solution culture. In the ethylene treatment (dose 1), compressed 

281 ethylene (1 mL L-1 in air, as used by (Gunawardena et al., 2001)) was bubbled through 38 L of 

282 solution culture at 10 mL min-1. In the ethylene treatment (dose 2), compressed ethylene (1 mL 

283 L-1 in air) was bubbled through 38 L of solution culture at 20 mL min-1. For the 1-MCP treatment, 

284 1-MCP (SmartFresh, ~3.8 % active ingredient, AgroFresh, USA) was volatilized by dissolving 

285 0.17 g in 5 mL water in a glass scintillation vial, and then transferred into a 2-L sidearm flask. 

286 An open-cell foam plug enclosed the mouth of the flask, and the headspace containing 1-MCP 

287 gas was bubbled through 38 L of solution culture at a rate of 10 mL min-1. The air pump ran 

288 continuously, and the 1-MCP was replenished daily into the sidearm flask. There was no 

289 significant effect of flow rate on headspace ethylene concentrations, which ranged from 0.78-

290 1.58 μL L-1 with a mean of 1.15 μL L-1, therefore the results of ethylene treatments were 
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291 combined in a single mean. After 30 days of growth, plants were sampled. Third and fourth 

292 whorl nodal roots from each plant were sampled 5-8 cm from the base of the plant and 

293 preserved in 75% EtOH (v/v) for further anatomical analysis.

294 Laser Ablation Tomography and evaluation of root anatomy

295 Root anatomy was imaged using Laser Ablation Tomography (LAT) (Hall et al., 2019; Strock 

296 et al., 2019) In brief, a pulsed UV laser is used to vaporize the sample at the camera focal 

297 plane and simultaneously imaged. Imaging of root cross-sections was performed using a 

298 Canon T3i camera (Canon Inc. Tokyo, Japan) and 5× macro lens (MP-E 65 mm). Two images 

299 for each root sampled were collected for phenotypic analysis. Six anatomical phenes (Table 1) 

300 on every image were measured using objectJ (Vischer and Nastase, 2009) and a Fiji plug in 

301 (Schindelin et al., 2012) according to Vanhees et al. (2020). 

302 Statistical analysis

303 For experiment 1 the number of replicates obtained per genotype and node varied as one plant 

304 (genotype OhW128) died during the 49 day growth period. Hence for node 3 and 4 only four 

305 replicates were considered for this genotype. For genotype IBM014, node 4 roots were 

306 underdeveloped (<0.5 cm long, observed during washing) at sampling, therefore we only 

307 obtained four replicates for this measurement. Additionally, not all genotypes were equal in 

308 crossing the compacted layer, hence some genotypes have fewer replicates at the within and 

309 after the compacted layer sectioning positions. Both the effect of blocking and interaction 

310 effects were tested, when not significant they were omitted from the analysis. Factorial 

311 regression was used to assess the effect of different factors on root counts. A Poisson 

312 distribution was used followed with post-hoc Tukey comparisons to compare factor levels. 

313 Correlations between root angle and count data were calculated using a Spearman-Rank 

314 correlation. Penetration %s were calculated per node as the ratio of the number of roots that 

315 crossed the layer to the number of roots that reached the layer (multiplied by 100%). Root 

316 thickening was defined as the increase of overall root cross sectional area and an ANOVA was 
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317 used to identify the effect of factors genotype and node. Anatomical changes were similarly 

318 assessed by ANOVA that included factors genotype, node and sectioning position on root 

319 cross sectional area, total stele area, total cortical area and cell file number. The same factors 

320 were used with the addition of the cortical region for the ANOVA on cell size. Tukey 

321 comparisons were carried out between nodes, between genotypes within nodes and between 

322 sectioning positions for root cross sectional area. For cortical cell size and cell file number 

323 Tukey comparisons were used to identify differences between sectioning positions. The 

324 increase of cell size was calculated for the different cortical regions and for the different nodes. 

325 For experiment 2 average cortical area, stele area and cell file number were assessed by 

326 ANOVA and Tukey comparison identified differences between ethylene, 1-MCP and control 

327 treatments. Root anatomical measurements were compared between the two experiments and 

328 differences across treatments were assessed by Tukey comparison. Correlations between 

329 cortical cell size obtained from both experiments were calculated. 

330 Results

331 Experiment 1: Anatomical changes within a root axis crossing a compacted layer

332 Steeper roots were more likely to reach the compacted layer 

333 Although the same number of roots were formed per node irrespective of genotype or node 

334 (Figure 3A, Table 2) the number of roots reaching the compacted layer varied among 

335 genotypes. Within a node, the number of roots reaching the compacted layer was not different 

336 among genotypes (Figure 3A). However, significantly fewer roots reached the compacted layer 

337 for node 3 roots of genotype IBM086 in comparison with node 4 roots of genotype IBM146 

338 (Figure 3A). The number of roots reaching the layer was only significantly different from the 

339 number of roots crossing the layer for node 4 roots of IBM086 (Figure 3B). Younger nodes 

340 (node 4) were steeper than older nodes (node 3) (Figure 4A) and root angle was correlated 

341 with the number of roots that reach the compacted layer (Spearman’s rank correlation r=0.53) 

342 (Figure 4B). Root angle itself was node and genotype dependent (Table 2B) and steeper root 
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343 angle was associated with improved penetration %s (Figure 4C). IBM086 had the most 

344 shallow-angled roots (Figure 4A), which led to node 3 roots hitting the column-wall before 

345 reaching the compacted layer.  

346 Genotypes differed in their ability to penetrate a compacted soil layer 

347 The number of roots crossing the compacted layer varied among genotypes (Figure 3A). 

348 IBM146 had more roots crossing the compacted layer (Figure 3A) in comparison with IBM086 

349 where roots did not fully reach the compacted layer (node 3) or did not cross the compacted 

350 layer (node 4). Higher percentages of roots grew into the layer than across it (Table 3). When 

351 roots did not grow into the compacted layer, they either buckled or deflected at the layer (Figure 

352 S3). When roots buckled, swelling of the root tip was observed. Penetration percentages varied 

353 among genotypes (Table 3), and penetration % was greater when roots were steeper at the 

354 crown (Figure 4C). No differences were found between nodes for average root angle right 

355 above the layer, however steeper root angles at this position were associated with greater 

356 penetration % (Figure 5). The average rooting depth of nodal roots depended on the node, and 

357 overall roots of node 3 were shallower than roots of node 4 (Figure 6). Roots of genotype 

358 IBM146 grew to the greatest depth for both nodes (Figure 6) and were the steepest (Figure 

359 4A).

360 Radial expansion in response to impedance was dependent on genotype and nodal position

361 Root cross sectional area was affected by root node, genotype and sectioning position (Table 

362 S1, Figure 2). The older node (node 3) had significantly smaller root cross sectional areas then 

363 the younger node (node 4) at sectioning positions before and within the compacted layer 

364 (Figure 2). However, root cross sectional areas of roots from the two nodes after crossing the 

365 compacted layers were not significantly different (Figure 2B). Most genotypes thickened when 

366 crossing the compacted layer (Figure 2). Radial expansion was affected by genotype, node, 

367 and their interaction (Table 4). The average number of roots that crossed the compacted layer 

368 for both nodes of IBM086 and OhW128 was less than 1, hence caution should be taken 
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369 interpreting thickening of these root axes. Roots from node 4 of genotype IBM014 and IBM086 

370 thickened more than those of IBM146 (Figure 2B). Thickening was absent for IBM146 node 4, 

371 since root cross sectional area from the ‘before’ and ‘within’ the compacted layer sectioning 

372 positions were not significantly different (Figure 2). After roots crossed the compacted layer, 

373 root cross sectional areas returned to similar dimensions seen at the ‘before the compacted 

374 layer’ sectioning position (Figure 2B). 

375 Root thickening is more related to expansion of the cortex than the stele

376 Root cross sectional area, total cortical area and total stele area were dependent on node, 

377 genotype and sectioning position (Table S1). Thickening was due to increased cortical and 

378 stele areas (Figure S4, Table S2), which were correlated (Figure S5) However, there was no 

379 significant increase in stele area of node 4 roots of IBM014; this genotype thickened after 

380 encountering the compacted layer due to cortical area increase (Figure S4). Overall, the 

381 cortical tissues expanded more than the stele (Figure S4, Table S2) and the cortex has more 

382 area overall.

383 Cortical expansion is due to cellular size changes and not cell file changes

384 Cell size varied across the cortex (Table S1). The middle cortical cells had the largest cell 

385 sizes, surrounded by outer and inner cells with smaller cell sizes (Figure S6). Cortical cell size 

386 was also dependent on nodal position, genotype and sectioning position in relation to the 

387 compacted layer (Table 4, Figure S6). Cortical cell sizes from all cortical regions increased for 

388 those genotypes that thickened within the compacted layer (Figure S6, Table 5), while for 

389 IBM146 (node 4), there was no thickening and cell size remained constant (Figure S6). For 

390 OHW128, there was no significant increase in cell size in any part of the cortex (Figure S6). 

391 Cell sizes below the compacted layer were similar to those above the layer (Figure S6). For 

392 thickening genotypes, the outer cortical cells had a greater relative cortical cell size increase 

393 than the inner and middle cortical cells (Table 5). Despite this greater relative increase in cell 
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394 size, the outer cortical cells remained smaller than the middle cortical cells at all sectioning 

395 positions (Figure S6).

396 Cell file number was significantly different among nodes and genotypes (Table S1). Each 

397 genotype had fewer cell files for node 3 than for node 4 (Figure S7). Cell file numbers were not 

398 significantly different among sectioning positions along the root axis with respect to the 

399 compacted layer (Table S1). For all genotypes the cell file number remained stable when 

400 crossing the compacted layer (Figure S7). Therefore, radial expansion was due to increased 

401 cell size rather than increased cell file number. 

402 Experiment 2: Ethylene caused radial expansion 

403 In the second experiment, ethylene induced radial thickening was node-dependent. The 

404 application of ethylene increased the cortical area in some cases but did not affect stele area 

405 (Figure 7). Node 3 roots of IBM014 had the greatest increase (123%) in cortical area in 

406 comparison with node 3 roots of other genotypes. Node 3 roots of IBM086 had no significant 

407 changes in cortical area with ethylene treatment (Figure 7). The cortical area of node 3 but not 

408 node 4 roots increased significantly with ethylene application for genotypes IBM014 and 

409 IBM146 while the opposite was true for IBM086 (Figure 7). Treatment with 1-MCP had no 

410 significant effect on cortical or stele area (Figure 7). Since 1-MCP blocks the effect of ethylene 

411 it can be assumed that control roots were not responding to endogenous ethylene. The lack of 

412 effect was not due to inadequate concentrations of 1-MCP, since 1-MCP treated plants showed 

413 reduced root length and greater lateral branching densities in comparison with control and 

414 ethylene treatments (Figure S8).

415 Comparing soil and ethylene results

416 Root swelling responses in independent impedance (experiment 1) and ethylene treatment 

417 (experiment 2) experiments were similar (Figures 8, 9). Root cross sectional area observed at 

418 the sectioning position before the compacted layer (experiment 1) was similar to root cross 

419 sectional area observed under control conditions in the ethylene experiment (experiment 2), 
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420 across all genotypes and node combinations (Figure 8). In three of the four cases where root 

421 cross sectional area increased in the compacted layer (in experiment 1) it also increased with 

422 ethylene exposure (experiment 2). Node 4 roots of IBM014 thickened in the compacted layer 

423 but did not increase root cross-sectional area in response to ethylene (Figure 8AB). 

424 In a few cases, there was no compaction-induced thickening, but ethylene increased one of 

425 the thickness-related metrics. In IBM146 and OHW128 node 4, there were no diameter 

426 increases with compaction or with ethylene but there were significant differences in cortical cell 

427 size with ethylene (Figure S9, S10). In OHW128 node 3, there was no significant compaction-

428 induced thickening but there were ethylene effects on all the thickness-related metrics. In this 

429 case the variation in response to the compaction layer made it difficult to detect any 

430 compaction-induced thickening (Figure 8AB, Table S2, S3).

431 Average cell size of genotypes grown in the hydroponics experiment were strongly correlated 

432 with cell size of those grown in soil (Figure 9, Table S4). The relationship between the soil and 

433 hydroponics experiments is stronger for node 3. Average cell size is slightly greater for node 4 

434 roots across the entire cortex. The greatest increase in cell size in response to both ethylene 

435 (Figure S10) and within the compacted layer (Figure S6) occurred in IBM014 for node 3 roots 

436 and IBM086 for node 4 roots.

437 Discussion

438 Thickening of a root axis upon experiencing mechanical impedance has been linked to 

439 ethylene-induced radial expansion (Moss et al., 1988; Sarquis et al., 1991, Pandey et al., 

440 2021). Since root thickening relieves stress on the root tip (Bengough et al., 2006), it is often 

441 assumed that radial expansion will help roots to penetrate hard soil layers. In contrast to this 

442 expectation, in this study we observed that genotypes that showed less radial expansion in the 

443 compacted soil were better able to cross a compacted layer and attained greater rooting depth 

444 than genotypes with greater radial expansion (Figure 2, 6, 8C). Likewise, within genotypes, the 

445 number of roots crossing the compacted layer was not significantly different between nodes 
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446 (Figure 3A, Table 3) even though node 4 roots were thicker (Figure 2). These results add 

447 mechanistic support for the observation that there is no relation between root thickening and 

448 rooting depth of maize lines grown in compacted soil in the field (Vanhees et al., 2020). 

449 Furthermore, ethylene may be related to genetic variation in radial thickening in response to 

450 impedance since most genotypes showed similar anatomical responses to mechanical 

451 impedance conditions and exogenous ethylene application.

452 Root thickening was driven by cortical cell size expansion rather than increased cell file 

453 number

454 Radial expansion in the compacted layer was mainly due to cortical expansion and, to a lesser 

455 extent, expansion of the stele (Figure S4). Stele area increased or remained unchanged under 

456 impedance, depending on genotype and node (Figure S4). Lupin roots grown under impeded 

457 conditions maintained stele dimensions (Atwell, 1988; Hanbury and Atwell, 2005), while barley, 

458 maize, rice, pea and cotton roots showed increased stele diameters under impedance, though 

459 to a lesser extent than increases in the cortex (Wilson et al., 1977; Iijima et al., 2007). Since 

460 the stele tissue is completely enclosed by the cortical tissue, radial expansion might be more 

461 constrained due to internal pressures from surrounding tissues restricting radial expansion. 

462 Alternatively, the cortex could simply be more plastic than the stele in its response to its local 

463 environment. Cortical tissues traits are responsive to other stresses (Chimungu et al., 2014a, 

464 2014b; Saengwilai et al., 2014; Galindo-Castañeda et al., 2018; Schneider et al., 2020), which 

465 illustrates the plasticity of this tissue.  Large increases in stele diameter could have important 

466 functional consequences since xylem vessel areas are correlated with stele area (Uga et al., 

467 2008, 2009; Burton et al., 2015). Increases in xylem vessel diameter in response to compaction 

468 were found in maize and pea (Iijima et al., 2007). In this study, there was a significant increase 

469 in mean xylem vessel area within the compacted layer in node 4 of genotypes IBM014 and 

470 IBM086 (Figure S11). How these changes affect water transport remains to be investigated.

471 Genotypic differences in anatomical response to mechanical impedance have only been 

472 studied in a few cases including in wheat (Colombi, 2017, 2019) and maize (Chimungu et al., 
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473 2015; Vanhees et al., 2020). Iijima et al. (2007) showed that the cortical thickness of maize 

474 increased more than the stele diameter in response to mechanical impedance. Cortical 

475 changes due to impedance have been attributed to (1) increased cortical cell size (Atwell, 1988; 

476 Hanbury and Atwell, 2005; Veen, 1982) or (2) increase in both cell file number and cell size 

477 (Colombi et al., 2017; Croser et al., 1999; Iijima et al., 2007). In these studies, different plants 

478 exposed or not exposed to impedance, were used to obtain root axes for their observations. 

479 This would introduce additional uncertainty about cell file number changes. We observed that 

480 cortical thickening is due to cell diameter increases, while cell file number remained stable 

481 along the root axis (Figures S6, S7). 

482 Why roots thicken by cell size expansion rather than by increasing their cell file number merits 

483 further study. Cortical cell expansion might be more energy efficient, since fewer, larger cortical 

484 cells would incur less cell wall construction cost and less metabolic cost per cell due to a 

485 proportionately greater volume of vacuole (Lynch, 2013; Chimungu et al., 2014a). In a recent 

486 study of 16 wheat genotypes, the energy costs of root elongation increased as impedance 

487 increased, but genotypes with greater cortical cell diameters were more energy efficient 

488 (Colombi et al., 2019). Reduced metabolic costs assist with soil exploration since the 

489 conserved resources can be reallocated to root elongation or proliferation (Lynch and 

490 Wojciechowski, 2015; Lynch, 2015). In addition, a change in cell size may be easier and 

491 quicker to achieve than a cell file number change which would entail meristematic 

492 reorganization. 

493 Cortical cell size varied across the cortex (Figure S6) and outer cell layers expanded to a 

494 proportionally greater extent than other layers in the compacted layer (Table 5). For wheat and 

495 maize, greater outer cortical cell expansion has been reported in response to mechanical 

496 impedance (Wilson et al., 1977; Veen, 1982). Expansion of outer cortical layers may be less 

497 constrained by internal pressure from surrounding cells (Bengough et al., 2006; Veen, 1982).

498 Steeper root growth angles were associated with greater penetration of a compacted 

499 layer
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500 Steeper root angles allowed roots to reach the compacted layer within this column system, 

501 since less root elongation was needed to reach the layer. Roots that were steeper-angled, as 

502 measured at the crown, also penetrated the hard layer more readily (Figure 4C). When the 

503 angle immediately above the compacted layer was measured, a similar but weak relationship 

504 was found between root angle and penetration % (Figure 5). These relationships occurred 

505 despite the fact that we were only able to sample a small range of root angles because shallow-

506 angled roots that hit the column wall rather than the compacted layer could not be sampled. 

507 Previous research has indicated that the stronger the soil, the greater the benefit of near-

508 vertical (perpendicular) angles of the root tip with respect to the compacted soil (Jin et al., 

509 2013). 

510 Root thickening responses to compaction and ethylene are similar

511 Ethylene appears to be involved in the radial thickening response, since the genotypic variation 

512 in ethylene-induced thickening was correlated with the variation in impedance-induced 

513 thickening (Figure 8AB). Impeded roots produce more ethylene than non-impeded controls 

514 (Moss et al., 1988; Sarquis et al., 1991; He et al., 1996), and recent work has demonstrated 

515 that compacted soil restricts ethylene diffusion, causing localized ethylene accumulation 

516 around the impeded root (Pandey et al. 2021). Root cross sectional area measured on roots 

517 above the compacted layer (experiment 1) and those under control and 1-MCP treatments 

518 (experiment 2) were comparable (Figure 8AB). 1-MCP blocks ethylene perception, and the 

519 concentration used here significantly affected root length and branching density (Figure S8). It 

520 can therefore be assumed that thickness of roots growing through less impeding soil (before 

521 and after the compacted layer) was not significantly limited by ethylene. However, within the 

522 compacted layer, increased ethylene signalling leads to increased root diameter.

523 In this study, we measured anatomical phenotypes of segments of roots sampled before, 

524 within, and after passing through the compacted soil. We did not measure anatomical features 

525 of roots growing into a compacted layer. The process of root penetration is dynamic and 

526 capturing radial thickening at the interface of a compaction layer would require a detailed time 
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527 course study. In addition, while we observed root tips swelling after root bucking, we would not 

528 expect to observe ethylene-induced radial thickening responses at the root tip, but rather 

529 behind the root tip in the zone of differentiation. Further studies are required to determine the 

530 temporal and spatial dynamics of root thickening in response to compaction. 

531 We found a correlation between thickening of roots in the compacted layer and ethylene-

532 induced root thickening. Roots thickened in the compacted layer in both nodes of IBM014, one 

533 node each of IBM086 and IBM146, and not detectably in OHW128, though the variance was 

534 high for this genotype (Figures S4, 8). In each case of thickening, there was a corresponding 

535 increase in cortical cell size (Figure S6). In three of the four cases where thickening occurred 

536 in the compacted layer, we also observed ethylene-induced thickening and increases in cortical 

537 cell size (Figures 7, 8, S10). The exception, IBM014 node 4, did not display ethylene-induced 

538 increases in cross-sectional or cortical area, but did have increased cortical cell size. Cortical 

539 cell sizes were highly correlated between the experiments (Figure 9). The results suggest 

540 ethylene-induced root thickening may be node-specific as well as genetically variable. Recent 

541 studies have demonstrated root anatomy and architectural traits are node specific and may be 

542 under distinct genetic control (Yang et al., 2019, Schneider et al., 2021a, Schneider et al., 

543 2021b, Schneider et al., 2021c).  

544 Ethylene-induced root thickening is associated with reduced elongation rates (Bengough and 

545 Mullins, 1991; Croser et al., 2000) through the reduction of cell length and cell flux out of the 

546 meristem (Croser et al., 1999). Ethylene reduces the number of meristematic cells, which 

547 reduces meristem length (Barlow, 1976). Ethylene also increases radial expansion, resulting 

548 in less root elongation (Sarquis et al., 1991). In this study, root elongation rates were not 

549 measured, though low concentrations of ethylene reduced total root length in only one 

550 genotype and slightly increased it in two genotypes (Figure S8).  In a recent study using 

551 ethylene-insensitive mutants of Arabidopsis and rice, ethylene signalling mutants had slower 

552 primary root elongation rates than wildtype plants in uncompacted medium, but root growth of 

553 the mutants was unaffected by compaction (Pandey et al. 2021). Our study suggests that there 
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554 is natural variation in root thickening in response to ethylene, and that less  sensitive roots can 

555 maintain root elongation under impeded conditions, enabling them to attain greater rooting 

556 depth and potentially allowing better access to water and nutrients in deep soil strata. 

557 Positive effects have also been attributed to root thickening. For instance, thickening reduces 

558 the stress on the root tip (Kirby and Bengough, 2002) and thicker roots buckle less (Clark et 

559 al., 2008; Whiteley et al., 1982). Thickening of roots might be beneficial on small scales or for 

560 localised impeded conditions. In order for roots to penetrate harder soil clods/aggregates or to 

561 penetrate through a biopore wall, usually only a small distance of impedance needs to be 

562 overcome. However, the effect of thickening and reduced elongation rate clearly leads to 

563 reduced root length and diminished soil exploration by the affected root axis. We observed 

564 swollen root tips on those roots that buckled when encountering the compacted layer but failed 

565 to penetrate it. These results are in accord with the observation that root thickening was not 

566 associated with rooting depth of maize lines on compacted soils in the field (Vanhees et al., 

567 2020). We propose the negative effects of ethylene will increasingly overrule the positive with 

568 increasingly thick layers of compacted soil.

569 Moss et al. (1988) found  ethylene reduced primary root length further the longer it was applied. 

570 Under prolonged impeded conditions, ethylene, as a stress signal, could potentially inform the 

571 plant to alter its growth by compensatory root growth mechanisms. The compacted layer in this 

572 research was designed to mimic the spatial abruptness of a plough pan, which could induce 

573 different anatomical responses than when a root axis has  experienced impedance for a longer 

574 time. How prolonged exposure to impedance, for instance when growing through compacted 

575 soil instead of a hardpan, changes root anatomy and root architecture within a whole root 

576 system and how this differs from the current experimental system remains to be investigated. 

577 We observed anatomical phenotypes recovered once the root had passed the compacted 

578 layer. Similarly, root elongation rates of barley were restored after 3 days when transferred 

579 from impeded conditions in ballotini to unimpeded growth in solution (Goss and Russell, 1980) 

580 and pea roots experienced reduced elongation rates for 48 hours after transferring to 
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581 hydroponics from sand cores after which the former elongation rate was restored (Croser et 

582 al., 2000). Assuming that under unimpeded conditions these roots can elongate more than 1 

583 cm per day, (Bengough et al., 2011; Croser et al., 2000) we saw that the residual effect of 

584 impedance in soil was less pronounced than in other studies. Ethylene production rates can 

585 rapidly increase and decrease upon application of mechanical impedance (Sarquis et al., 

586 1991). Exposure to higher ethylene concentration could also cause more pronounced residual 

587 effects on root thickening, since higher ethylene concentrations induce longer recovery time 

588 (Sarquis et al. 1991). Under our experimental conditions, the change in soil penetration 

589 resistance was 0.35 MPa, and so less than in most other studies. It would therefore be 

590 reasonable to assume that a short-term ethylene signal would be generated, after which roots 

591 quickly return to their original radial dimensions. It is also likely that roots will have experienced 

592 a range of physical stresses within the compacted layer, as the soil dried and then was re-wet, 

593 following watering. This may have significantly increased the degree of mechanical impedance 

594 when the soil was drier, and perhaps even permitted transient hypoxia following rewatering.

595 We suggest that ethylene functions as a stop signal for root growth when axial roots become 

596 impeded (Pandey et al. 2021). When larger volumes of impeded soil cause a prolonged 

597 production of ethylene and its retention in constricted soil porosity i.e. reduced pore 

598 connectivity, this will signal axial root growth to stop. Upon this signal, root growth in the lesser 

599 impeded areas, or adjustments to above ground plant growth might become upregulated. 

600 Conclusions

601 Root thickening within a compacted layer varied with genotype. Previous studies have not 

602 considered anatomical changes along individual root axes in response to impeding soil 

603 conditions. We found no significant changes to the cell file number along a single root axes of 

604 maize when these axes grew through denser soil. Instead, thickening of the cortex was caused 

605 by cell radial expansion. Exogenous ethylene and mechanical impedance caused similar 

606 patterns of expansion in cortical cells. Root thickening was negatively correlated with the ability 

607 of the different genotypes to penetrate through a compacted soil layer and grow beyond the 
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608 compacted layer. Genotypes that did not thicken in the compacted layer or with application of 

609 exogenous ethylene had the highest penetration percentages and were able to grow deeper 

610 away from the compacted layer. This was node and genotype dependent. Since root thickening 

611 is associated with reduced elongation rates, we suggest prolonged exposure to ethylene slows 

612 and may ultimately stop axial root growth. This implies ethylene will stop further root exploration 

613 when roots experience impedance and that roots with less ethylene-induced radial expansion 

614 could be better at overcoming impedance in many situations. 
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628 Tables

629 Table 1 – Root anatomical phenes and their abbreviations. All phenes were measured 

630 according to Vanhees et al. (2020).

Abbreviation Root anatomical phenes Unit

RCSA Root cross sectional area mm2

TSA Total stele area mm2

TCA Total cortical area mm2

CF Cell file number -

IN Cell size - inner cortical region µm2

MID Cell size - middle cortical region µm2

OUT Cell size - outer cortical region µm2
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632 Table 2 – (A) Factorial regression for total number of roots per node and (B) root angle for 

633 node 3 and 4 roots. The variable ‘position’ refers to the number of roots counted before the 

634 compacted layer, within the compacted layer and after the compacted layer. Significance at ** 

635 p ≤ 0.01 and *** p ≤ 0.001.  

636

    

Total number of roots

Factor Deviance p (> Chi)

Position 35.47 1.99E-08 ***

Genotype 12.40 6.14E-03 **

A

Node 0.80 0.44

    

Root angle

Factor F-value p-value

Genotype 5.39 4.06E-03 ***

Node 17.45 2.12E-04 **

B
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638 Table 3 – Penetration %s ± SE per genotype for roots that reached the layer. Penetration %s 

639 can be seen as initially growing inside the layer or roots that were able to fully cross the layer. 

640 Letters show the differences between treatments assessed by Tukey comparisons within node-

641 genotype-compaction layer combinations (P ≤ 0.05).

inside the layer  across the layerGenotype

    Node 3      Node 4      Node 3      Node 4

IBM014 78% ± 10 b 50% ± 7 b 47% ± 3 a 44% ± 9 a
IBM086 72% ± 11 b 47% ± 20 b 50% ± 22 a 20% ± 13 a
IBM146 95% ± 5 a 93% ± 7 a 60% ± 17 a 67% ± 16 a
OhW128 79% ± 13 ab 67% ± 29 ab 58% ± 25 a 58% ± 26 a
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643 Table 4 – ANOVA results for radial expansion (i.e. absolute increase in root cross sectional 

644 area), measured as an increase in root cross sectional area, in response to mechanical 

645 impedance. Significance levels at *** p≤0.001, ** p≤0.01, * p≤0.05.

646  

647

648

649

650

Radial expansion

Factor F-value p-value  

Node 9.23 5.36E-03 **

Genotype 4.67 9.70E-03 **

Node:Genotype 3.02 4.80E-02 *
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652 Table 5– Fold increase of cell size either due to growing in the compacted layer (experiment 

653 1) or exposure to ethylene (experiment 2). Data is depicted according to cortical area (outer, 

654 middle, inner) and genotype for node 3 and node 4. 

    

Experiment 1 – soil compacted layer

                   Node 3 Node 4

genotype outer middle inner outer middle inner

IBM014 2.28 1.97 1.77 5.48 2.78 2.14

IBM086 1.56 1.32 1.23 3.19 2.35 2.24

IBM146 1.80 1.90 1.81 1.46 1.43 1.30

OhW128 2.24 2.17 1.74 3.73 3.23 2.54

Experiment 2 - hydroponics

                   Node 3 Node 4

genotype outer middle inner outer middle inner

IBM014 2.32 2.45 2.46 1.89 1.89 1.91

IBM086 1.09 1.05 1.08 2.03 2.05 2.09

IBM146 1.63 1.62 1.60 2.29 2.27 2.37

OhW128 1.99 2.06 2.04 1.38 1.42 1.43
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656 Figure legends

657 Figure 1 - X-ray CT images/reconstruction of (A) a root system encountering a compacted layer 

658 and (B) a root growing through the compacted layer. (A) Cross sectional view of a soil column 

659 in the xy-plane with a compacted layer in between less dense layers. Blue and yellow lines 

660 represent the projection of the different polylines on the xy-plane. Colours: yellow - node 4 and 

661 blue - node 3. Scale bar at 5 cm. (B) A 3D reconstruction of a segmented root growing through 

662 the denser layer. The white arrows represent the sectioning positions along the root axis (1 cm 

663 before, within and after the compacted layer). Scale bar at 1 cm.

664 Figure 2 - A) Typical images of sections taken along the same root axis from node 3 and node 

665 4 (see continued figure) for each genotype. Before, within and after indicate the root axis 

666 position where the roots were sectioned in relation to the compacted layer. All images are at 

667 the same scale, scale bar at 500 µm. B) Root cross sectional area for both nodes and four 

668 genotypes before, within and after the compacted layer. Differences between nodes (capital 

669 letters, P ≤ 0.001) and between genotypes within respective nodes (lower case letters, P ≤ 

670 0.05) were calculated by Tukey comparisons. Genotypes indicated by * had a limited amount 

671 of sections due to limited amount of roots able to cross the compacted layer. Where no letters 

672 are shown, no significant differences were found between nodes or genotypes within nodes.

673 Figure 3 – (A) Root counts at different locations with respect to the compacted layer. Bars in 

674 white are root counts for node 3, bars in grey are root counts for node 4. Differences in root 

675 counts between nodes and genotypes were assessed with Tukey comparisons (P ≤ 0.05). (B) 

676 Root counts per node and genotype on different locations with respect to the compacted layer. 

677 Differences between root counts within a panel are shown by different letters, based on a 

678 Tukey comparison (p ≤ 0.05) within node and genotype combinations. ns stands for non-

679 significant.

680 Figure 4 - Root angle is different between nodes and determines if roots reach the compacted 

681 layer, with steeper roots having greater penetration %s. (A) Mean ± SE for different genotypes 
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682 per node. (B) Correlation between root angle and the number of roots reaching the layer. 

683 Correlations were tested with a Spearman rank correlation (r=0.5318, p=0.0007). (C) Linear 

684 relationships between root angle and the penetration % for each column in the study. 

685 Significant R2 values of 0.41 (p=0.0056) and 0.56 (p=0.005) for node 3 and node 4 respectively. 

686 For all figure panels node 3 data is visualised in grey and node 4 data in black. Differences in 

687 root angle between genotypes were assessed with Tukey comparisons (P ≤ 0.05).

688 Figure 5 - The average angle at which the roots approach the layer for node 3 and node 4 is 

689 the same (Tukey comparison (p ≤ 0.05)), while individual root angle significantly (p=0.02, 

690 R2=0.25) influences penetration % per root. Node 3 data in grey and node 4 data in black. ns 

691 stands for non-significant.

692 Figure 6 - Average rooting depth (cm) ± SE per node and genotype, averaged for each 

693 replicate. Depth was calculated including all roots. If roots hit the column wall depth was 

694 recorded as the depth at which they hit the column wall. The greater bulk density layer was 

695 located at 7 – 10 cm depth and depicted by the dotted lines and grey area on the graph. 

696 Differences among genotypes within a panel were calculated by Tukey comparisons within 

697 nodes (P ≤ 0.05). 

698 Figure 7 – Average cortical area and stele area ± SE of root cross sections under ethylene, 1-

699 MCP and air treatments per node and genotype. Total cortical areas (TCA) are shown in light 

700 grey and total stele area (TSA) are shown in dark grey. No significant differences were found 

701 in stele area. Lower case letters were used to identify differences among cortex areas within 

702 node and genotype according to Tukey’s test (P ≤ 0.05). Where no letters are shown, 

703 differences between treatments were non-significant.

704 Figure 8 – Comparison of root cross sectional area ± SE of experiment 1 (before and within 

705 compacted layer: black columns) and experiment 2 (control vs. ethylene vs. 1-MCP, grey 

706 columns) for the different genotypes and nodes in (A) node 3 and (B) node 4. Letters show the 

707 differences between treatments assessed by Tukey comparisons within node-genotype-
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708 experiment combinations (P ≤ 0.05). Cursive mean separation letters indicate when replicate 

709 numbers dropped for IBM086 to n=2. (C) Correlation between penetration % and ethylene 

710 sensitivity. Each point represents the average for each genotype. Black circles were used for 

711 data of node 3 and gray circles for data of node 4. Ethylene sensitivity was calculated as the 

712 relative increase in root-cross sectional area between the ethylene and control treatments. *** 

713 level of significance at p ≤ 0.001.

714 Figure 9 – Correlation between cell size from different cortical regions of experiment 1 (column 

715 trial in soil) and experiment 2 (grown hydroponically). Each point represents the average cell 

716 area of a genotype for paired data of both experiments. Paired data is either ‘before the layer’ 

717 with control or ‘within the layer’ with ethylene treatment. Black circles were used for data of 

718 node 3 and white circles for data of node 4. *** level of significance at p ≤ 0.001. 

719
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Summary Statement

Ethylene-induced thickening of maize roots is negatively related to penetration of hard 
soil. 
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Figure 1 - X-ray CT images/reconstruction of (A) a root system encountering a compacted layer and (B)
a root growing through the compacted layer. (A) Cross sectional view of a soil column in the xy-plane
with a compacted layer in between less dense layers. Blue and yellow lines represent the projection of
the different polylines on the xy-plane. Colours: yellow - node 4 and blue - node 3. Scale bar at 5 cm.
(B) A 3D reconstruction of a segmented root growing through the denser layer. The white arrows
represent the sectioning positions along the root axis (1 cm before, within and after the compacted
layer). Scale bar at 1 cm.
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Figure 2 – A) Typical images of sections taken along the same root axis from node 3 and node 4
(see continued figure) for each genotype. Before, within and after indicate the root axis position
where the roots were sectioned in relation to the compacted layer. All images are at the same scale,
scale bar at 500 µm. B) Root cross sectional area for both nodes and four genotypes before, within
and after the compacted layer. Differences between nodes (capital letters, P ≤ 0.001) and between
genotypes within respective nodes (lower case letters, P ≤ 0.05) were calculated by Tukey
comparisons. Genotypes indicated by * had a limited amount of sections due to limited amount of
roots able to cross the compacted layer. Where no letters are shown, no significant differences
were found between nodes or genotypes within nodes.

A
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Figure 2 (continued)

B
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Figure 3 – (A) Root counts at different locations with respect to the compacted layer. Bars in white are root
counts for node 3, bars in grey are root counts for node 4. Differences in root counts between nodes and
genotypes were assessed with Tukey comparisons (P ≤ 0.05). (B) Root counts per node and genotype on different
locations with respect to the compacted layer. Differences between root counts within a panel are shown by
different letters, based on a Tukey comparison (p ≤ 0.05) within node and genotype combinations. ns stands for
non-significant.
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Figure 4 - Root angle is different between nodes and determines if roots reach the compacted layer, with
steeper roots having greater penetration percentages (A) Mean ± SE for different genotypes per node. (B)
Correlation between root angle and the number of roots reaching the layer. Correlations were tested with a
Spearman rank correlation (r=0.5318, p=0.0007). (C) Linear relationships between root angle measured at the
crown and the penetration % for each column in the study. Significant R² values of 0.28 (p=0.0269) and 0.64
(p ≤ 0.0001) for node 3 and node 4 respectively. For all figure panels node 3 data is visualised in grey and node
4 data in black. Differences in root angle between genotypes were assessed with Tukey comparisons (P ≤
0.05).
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Figure 5 - The average angle at which the roots approach the layer for node 3 and node 4 is the same (Tukey
comparison (P ≤ 0.05)), while individual root angle significantly (p=0.02, R2=0.25) influences penetration % per
root. Node 3 data in grey and node 4 data in black. ns stands for non-significant.
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Figure 6 – Average rooting depth (cm) ± SE per node and genotype, averaged for each replicate. Depth was
calculated including all roots. If roots hit the column wall depth was recorded as the depth at which they hit the
column wall. The greater bulk density layer was located at 7 – 10 cm depth and depicted by the dotted lines and
grey area on the graph. Differences among genotypes within a panel were calculated by Tukey comparisons
within nodes (P ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 7 – Average cortical area and stele area ± SE of root cross sections under ethylene, 1-MCP and air treatments
per node and genotype. Total cortical areas (TCA) are shown in light grey and total stele area (TSA) are shown in
dark grey. No significant differences were found in stele area. Lower case letters were used to identify differences
among cortex areas within node and genotype according to Tukey’s test (P ≤ 0.05). ns stands for non-significant.
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Figure 8 – Comparison of root cross sectional area ± SE of experiment 1 (before and within compacted layer: black
columns) and experiment 2 (control vs. ethylene vs. 1-MCP, grey columns) for the different genotypes and nodes in (A)
node 3 and (B) node 4. Letters show the differences between treatments assessed by Tukey comparisons within node-
genotype-experiment combinations (P ≤ 0.05). Cursive mean separation letters indicate when replicate numbers
dropped for IBM086 to n=2. (C) Correlation between penetration % and ethylene sensitivity. Each point represents the
average for each genotype. Black circles were used for data of node 3 and gray circles for data of node 4. Ethylene
sensitivity was calculated as the relative increase in root-cross sectional area between the ethylene and control
treatments. *** level of significance at p ≤ 0.001.
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Figure 9 – Correlation between cell size from different cortical regions of experiment 1 (column trial in soil) and
experiment 2 (grown hydroponically). Each point represents the average cell area of a genotype for paired data
of ‘before the layer’ and control or paired data of ‘within the layer’ and ethylene treatment. Black circles were
used for data of node 3 and white circles for data of node 4. *** level of significance at p ≤ 0.001.
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